WHAT'S WRONG WITH ANGORA?
WHEN YOU BUY a sweater, hat or other product that says “angora” or “angora blend” on the label, the angora wool most likely originated in China, even if the finished product was assembled elsewhere. China supplies more than 90 per cent of the world’s angora and has no laws against the abuse of rabbits on angora farms.

A PETA Asia investigator visited angora farms in China and photographed rabbits, who are highly social, sensitive animals, lying motionless and in shock inside tiny, filthy individual wire-bottomed cages after their fur had been ripped out of their skin as they screamed in pain. If the rabbits survive the ordeal, this process is repeated every three months for two to five years before their throats are finally cut and they are replaced with new rabbits, who will endure the same fate.

Many Australian and international retailers, including Big W, Zara, Target Australia, H&M, David Jones, Gap Inc, Cotton On, Harris Scarfe and Myer, have agreed to drop all angora from their shelves.

HOW YOU CAN HELP RABBITS

- Please pledge to leave angora out of your wardrobe and instead choose from the many warm, stylish cruelty-free alternative materials available today. It’s easy to check the label when you’re shopping. If it says “angora”, leave it on the rack.
- Speak with the managers of any stores that sell angora and tell them that as long as their stores offer angora, you won’t be shopping there.
- Contact PETA to let us know of any retailers that are selling angora products.
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